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Abstract
A crucial determinant of electoral system choice is how many seats a specific political party would win under some alternative electoral system. For decades this quantity
has been estimated using a simple approach that is known to have multiple major flaws.
I address these problems by developing a computational formal model that estimates
how the seat totals in a particular single-member district plurality election might have
been different if the election had been held under another electoral system, explicitly
simulating how strategic voters might have voted differently. The model is falsifiable,
and outperforms the widespread simple approach when applied to New Zealand’s electoral system change. I simulate recent Canadian and British elections under rankedchoice voting and proportional representation. The results suggest that several parties
opposed election reforms that, when voters’ preferences are imputed from survey data
and strategic voting is accounted for, could actually have benefited those parties.
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Introduction

A democracy’s fundamental characteristics are shaped by its choice of electoral system,
since the rules that turn votes into winners and losers will determine who governs
the country (Taagepera, 2007). When stable democracies switch electoral systems,
it is often because self-interested political parties conclude that a different system
would improve their electoral performance (Benoit, 2004, Boix, 1999). The “empirical
question” of how well a given party would perform under a different electoral system is
therefore central to understanding how and why these institutions change (Cochrane,
2017, p. 42). And yet, there is no consensus for how to estimate the number of seats
that a specific party might win under a specific alternative electoral system.
Parties support or oppose alternative electoral systems according to “a virtual iron
law of political self-preservation” (Nagel, 1994b, p. 525), for example by evaluating
their “expected seat shares under each electoral system alternative” (Benoit, 2004).
But when it comes to estimating the precise effects of alternative electoral systems,
Taagepera (2007, p. 36) gives voice to the conventional wisdom: “no one can predict
their actual workings — and you kid yourself if you think that you can”. Without any
consensus for how to approach this problem, academics, journalists, and policymakers
have relied for decades on a simple approach: they take the votes cast in an election
under one electoral system, assume that the only change is the rule for turning votes
into winners and losers, and simply apply a different rule to the votes that were cast.
This ubiquitous approach has never been assessed empirically, and in fact it has serious and well-known problems: it cannot be applied to electoral system changes which
require more information than just the votes cast in a previous election, and it incorrectly assumes that people vote the same way under different electoral systems (Blais
et al., 2012).
I propose a simulation-based method that resolves both major problems with the
simple approach, building on work that has demonstrated that computational models
of elections can generate results that resemble real vote counts (Bendor et al., 2011,
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ch. 7, Laver and Sergenti, 2012, ch. 11, Siegel, 2018, p. 748 – 749). I show that
this computational formal model is a more accurate way to estimate how many seats
a specific political party would win under a different electoral system. The model
combines public opinion data, game theoretic models of vote choice, and local-level
election results to estimate how a specific party would have performed in a specific
Single-Member District Plurality (SMDP) election if that election had instead occurred
under either ranked-choice voting or proportional representation. I derive and explicitly
model strategic voting under different systems, and I vary how many people vote
strategically. The model is falsifiable and accurate: its results under SMDP closely
match the results of Canadian and British elections, and when applied to the 1996
electoral system change in New Zealand, it assigns 115 out of 120 seats to the correct
parties, whereas the simple approach only assigns 104 seats correctly.
I apply the model to Canada and Britain, where recent failed attempts to change
the national legislative electoral system illustrate the lack of shared expectations about
seat shares under alternative systems. A particularly dramatic episode played out in
Canada around 2015: the historically dominant Liberal Party of Canada was reeling
from its worst election ever, and its leader promised that the upcoming election would
be “the last federal election using” SMDP (Kohut, 2016). The Liberals thereby joined
two other left-of-centre parties, the New Democratic Party (NDP) and the Green Party,
who had both long supported replacing SMDP. But even after these three left-of-centre
parties together won a supermajority in parliament, they could not agree on which
alternative system to adopt: the Liberal Party would only support a change to rankedchoice voting, but the NDP and Greens supported only proportional representation.
Does this mean no electoral system would mutually benefit these parties, or did they
overlook a system that would boost the left at the expense of the right?
If Canada’s left-of-centre parties had precise expectations about the effects of different systems, those expectations contrast with the expectations evinced by several
British parties in 2011, when they faced a referendum on ranked-choice voting. Like
Canada’s NDP and Greens, Britain’s Liberal Democrats and the Scottish National
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Party (SNP) had long supported proportional representation; unlike the NDP and
Greens, however, they both supported ranked-choice voting over SMDP. And whereas
Canada’s major left-of-centre party would only support ranked-choice voting, Britain’s
Labour Party took no official position on the issue.
These cases illustrate a deep problem in one of the fundamental questions about
how democracy works. The lack of shared expectations about the practical effects
of electoral systems for those who have the power to adopt them renders episodes of
potential electoral system change unpredictable. It is difficult to understand which
parties will support a change and why, and indeed parties often appear to support
changes that would be bad for them or oppose changes that would be good for them
(Evci and Kaminski, 2020). Of course, parties’ motivations are undoubtedly not just
a matter of short-term seat-maximization, but this quantity may be the single most
important factor in understanding electoral system choice (Ahmed, 2012, p. 69, Cusack
et al., 2007).
This article makes three main contributions. First, I identify a simple method that
has quietly dominated our understanding of how a change in electoral systems would
affect the results of a country’s elections. This method has been used for decades by
academics, journalists, and even policymakers, who have applied it to countries around
the world. This is the first paper to not only identify the ubiquity of this method, but
to point out that its users almost universally note exactly the same problems with it.
I then develop and implement solutions to those problems, I show that the result is
a more accurate method, and I use that more accurate method to draw substantive
conclusions about electoral system choice in Canada and Britain.
These substantive conclusions are the paper’s second contribution: I estimate how
the major Canadian and British parties would perform under either ranked-choice
voting or proportional representation, for the first time including voters’ strategic responses to the new electoral system. In Canada the conventional wisdom, shaped by the
simple method, says that under ranked-choice voting the centre-left Liberals “would be
guaranteed a place in government forever”, while the only hope for the parties to their
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left is proportional representation (Dutil, 2017). In Britain, a contrasting narrative has
emerged in which most electoral system changes would help almost any party other
than the Conservative Party. But a model that avoids the major problems with the
simple approach produces very different findings. Simulating Canadian elections under
Borda count suggests that the very parties that opposed a switch to ranked-choice
voting might actually have benefited the most from that system, while the model also
suggests that ranked-choice voting would not produce very different results in British
elections. Modeling the parties’ fortunes under proportional representation, I show
that the question of which parties would benefit from such a change depends strongly
on the level of strategic voting that would occur in the more proportional system.
Third, the model includes contributions to the formal theory of vote choice. In
order to model Canadian and British elections under ranked-choice voting, I present
the first derivation of the expected utility of a ballot cast in a Borda count election in
terms of the ballots that a voter expects to be cast. I also introduce a computational
modeling infrastructure that samples real preferences reported in a survey, assigns
them to simulated voters, and then uses game theoretic models of strategic vote choice
to conduct elections in which varying proportions of voters make their vote choices
strategically. I supplement these purely strategic models with models that are based
on a simple voting heuristic, and I demonstrate that the heuristic and the purely
strategic models produce almost identical results. I then show for the first time that
these sorts of models can be usefully applied to the question of electoral system change.
I emphatically do not claim to have resolved every important limitation of the
simple approach, or to perfectly predict the results of electoral system changes. These
events are notoriously challenging objects of study, and are famously multi-causal with
other features of a country’s politics (Benoit, 2007, Colomer, 2004). But the fact
that electoral systems are complicated and highly multi-causal should not prevent us
from improving the methods that shape how we understand them. Instead, I follow
Franzese’s (2009, p. 67) recommendation: “context matters, so model it!” While I
model how voters might respond to electoral system changes, I do not address how
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larger institutions like party systems might shift, so the model only estimates election
results shortly after an electoral system change. It is also only a model of switches away
from SMDP in legislative elections, applied to three changes in three Westminster-style
democracies. Within that scope, however, the model a) is accurate, b) is more accurate
than the existing method, and c) is a necessary first step towards more sophisticated
models with looser scope conditions.

2

The preferences problem and fixed voters

Questions about the specific effects of electoral systems are notoriously hard to answer,
since established democracies have overhauled their electoral systems only a few dozen
times in modern history (Colomer, 2004, p. 54). Nevertheless, researchers have developed a number of empirical approaches to understand the connection between electoral
systems and important features of a country’s politics: these include comparing a country’s politics before and after an electoral system change (Nagel, 1994b), comparing
countries that use different systems (Norris, 1997), experiments in which people are
asked to vote under varying rules (Blais et al., 2012, Blumenau et al., 2017), and natural experiments (Bechtel et al., 2016, Eggers, 2015, Sanz, 2017). This large literature
has identified connections between electoral systems and the number of viable parties
(Duverger, 1951, Book 2, Ch. 1, §1, Lijphart, 1994, ch. 5, Shugart and Taagepera,
2017, ch. 4), the share of people who vote (Cox, 2015, Eggers, 2015, Gosnell, 1930),
and the representation of women and ethnic minority groups (Krook, 2018, Lublin and
Bowler, 2018).
But such observational and experimental approaches suggest at best an oblique way
to answer the primary question that determines whether party leaders — and even
voters (Riambau et al., 2021) — will support an electoral system change. For example,
after Nagel (1994a) estimated how many parties would survive New Zealand’s transition
from SMDP to Mixed-Member Proportional, Vowles et al. (1995, ch. 11) could estimate
how specific parties might perform in a party system of that size. But this is an indirect
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answer to a crucial question, and many authors have in fact pursued a much simpler
and more direct idea: simply take the votes that were cast in a previous election, apply
a different electoral system to those votes, and treat the resulting number of seats as
an estimate of election results under that system. So, for example, if Canada’s New
Democratic Party received 30% of the votes in an election, a researcher simulating a
perfectly proportional system using the simple approach would assign it 30% of the
seats.
It is difficult to overstate how widely used this simple approach is — to the point
that it has become the main way that researchers make conjectures about how an electoral system change might affect a country’s parties — without ever receiving serious
theoretical scrutiny. Section 1 of the Appendix lists examples of the simple approach,
which have been selected from a large variety of options to demonstrate that it has
been used for decades, applied to countries in nearly every continent, and published in
academic articles, policy analyses, and public commentaries.
Unfortunately, the simple approach has one major limitation that can make it difficult or impossible to use, and even when it is possible, it requires a major assumption
that is known to be wrong. The first and biggest problem is what I call the “preferences
problem”: some major alternatives to SMDP, like ranked-choice voting, ask voters for
more information than just their top vote choice. To use votes in a single-vote system to estimate votes in a multi-vote system, we need more information about voters’
preferences.
A second problem, which affects every alternative system, is what I call the “fixed
voters assumption”. If we apply the rules of one electoral system to votes that were cast
under a different electoral system, we treat voters as though they were rigid constants
unaware of the context in which they vote. This assumption is flatly contradicted by
the evidence (Blais et al., 2012), and those who use the simple approach consistently
describe the fixed voters assumption as a necessary evil.
In this article I will suggest principled approaches to ameliorate the preferences
problem and eliminate the fixed voters assumption, and I will apply these approaches
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to two cases where the simple approach has been extremely popular: Canada and
the United Kingdom. In both of these SMDP countries, the simple approach is an
extremely prominent way that political scientists, journalists, and even activists and
party leaders have evaluated how switches away from SMDP might affect specific political parties. Some of these analyses are listed in Table 1.
These authors consistently identify the challenge of the fixed voters assumption
and (where relevant) the preferences problem. LeDuc (1999, p. 76) assumes completely
fixed voters, while Grenier (2015) assumes “that voters do not behave much differently”
under SMDP and a perfectly proportional system, and Jansen (2015) assumes “that
voters would have cast the same first-preference votes under [Instant-Runoff Voting] as
they did under” SMDP. Miljan and Jackson (2016, p. 53 – 55), Jansen (2015), Grenier
(2015), and Fournier (2019b) all assume fixed voters in their Instant-Runoff Voting
analyses, and then redistribute votes according to the “second choice” parties that
voters reported on a survey (omitting votes where a voter’s top two choices were both
eliminated). Not one of these authors defends the fixed voters assumption, and many
critique it outright. LeDuc (1999, p. 76), for example, explains that his analysis is
“assuming that votes cast [after reform] were similar” to those cast before reform, but
that “[o]f course, such an assumption is not entirely reasonable.” Blumenau and Hix
(2015) go further: to them the fixed voters assumption is “completely unreasonable!”
Previous authors have even identified the same core theoretical threat to the fixed
voters assumption: electoral system reform “is certain [...] to encourage strategic
voting” (LeDuc, 1999, p. 76). Miljan and Jackson (2016) write that “we cannot know
how elections in the past may have been affected by [...] strategic decisions”, while
Brandenburg (2019) argues that “the most obvious flaw” of the fixed voters assumption
is that, under a different system, there are “very different needs for tactical voting”.
What is the connection between the fixed voters assumption and strategic voting?
Non-strategic voters will always choose their sincere top preference, so only strategic
voters should be systematically affected by changes in electoral systems. By modifying
the probability that a party will win a seat if it receives a certain number of votes, a
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Canada
LeDuc (1999)
1997, Multi-Member Districts

Liberal Cons
-3%
+2%

Bloc
-2%

NDP
+2%

Miljan and Jackson (2016)
1997, Instant-Runoff Voting
2000, Instant-Runoff Voting
2004, Instant-Runoff Voting
2006, Instant-Runoff Voting
2008, Instant-Runoff Voting
2011, Instant-Runoff Voting
2015, Instant-Runoff Voting

Liberal
+5%
+5%
+8%
+8%
+4%
+4%
+10%

Cons
-2%
-3%
-9%
-11%
-6%
-10%
-12%

Bloc
-3%
-4%
+1%
+1%
+2%
-1%
-1%

NDP
+0%
-1%
+0%
+4%
+2%
+7%
+4%

Green
+0%
+0%
+0%
+0%
+0%
+0%
+0%

Other
+0%

Jansen (2015)
2011, Instant-Runoff Voting
2015, Instant-Runoff Voting

Liberal Cons
+5%
-5%
+6%
-8%

Bloc
-1%
-1%

NDP
+4%
+2%

Green
+0%
+0%

Other
+0%
+0%

Grenier (2015)
2015, Exactly Proportional
2015, Instant-Runoff Voting

Liberal Cons
-15%
+3%
+12% -11%

Bloc
+2%
-2%

NDP
+7%
+2%

Green Other
+3% +0%
+0% +0%

Fournier (2019a,b)
2019, Multi-Member District
2019, Instant-Runoff Voting

Liberal Cons
-14%
-2%
+3%
-4%

Bloc
-3%
-1%

NDP Green
+11% +9%
+3% +0%

Britain
Brandenburg (2019)
2019, German PR (pre-2013)
2019, Dutch PR

Cons
-10%
-13%

Labour Lib Dem
+3%
+11%
+1%
+10%

Blumenau and Hix (2015)
2015, Multi-Member Districts

Cons
-18%

Labour Lib Dem SNP
+8%
+5%
-3%

SNP
-3%
-3%

Other
+0%

+0%
+0%
-1%

Other
+0%

Plaid
+0%
+0%
UKIP
+7%

Table 1: Percentages are the percentage of seats in parliament that party won in the model,
minus the percentage they won in reality. For models before Canada’s current party system,
“Cons” sums the Reform/Alliance and Progressive Conservative totals. Blumenau and Hix’s
analysis, and one of Fournier’s, are projections before the election, but I compare them to
the real election results, so they show larger differences.
change in electoral systems is a modification in the expected utility of a voter’s possible
vote choices.1 Of course, not everyone votes strategically, but some people do; so, not
1

By strategic voting, I mean any process in which voters consult the behaviour of other voters to try to
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everyone would change how they vote if the electoral system changed, but some people
would.
There is, of course, an analog to the fixed voters assumption that must be acknowledged: the simple method does not just hold voters fixed, in fact it holds everything
fixed. So why should we single out the “fixed voters assumption”? Are we not actually
dealing with a “fixed everything assumption”? I will give two reasons to focus on the
fixed voters assumption specifically.
The first reason is that votes are the outcome of interest, and other events can
only affect election results by changing peoples’ votes. As Vowles et al. (1995, p. 13)
explain, second-order effects of system changes, like the creation of new major parties,
depend “ultimately on the behaviour of voters and on the institutions which determine
how votes are cast and counted”. And these indirect changes might not even occur;
while considering proportional representation in Canada, Stephenson (2016) notes that
“so many parties already exist in Canada, the question is not so much whether more
options will crop up under a new [more proportional] system, but whether voters will
shift their support to some of the parties that are already available under different
electoral rules.” Challenging the fixed voters assumption and seriously examining the
direct connection between electoral systems and vote choice is the natural first step in
understanding the larger multi-causal system.
Second, however, there is already a long history of researchers studying the most
important indirect changes that would affect vote choice, including simulations of how
parties might adapt to electoral system changes (Baker and Scheiner, 2007). By focusing on voter adaptation, this article studies the neglected mirror image of that
better-studied question. Even so, recognizing that the connection between electoral
systems and vote choice is just one small portion of an interconnected system of multicausal changes that might transpire after an electoral system change, I emphasize a
simple scope constraint: this article’s model of how voters might respond to an electoral system change should be understood as a model of what might happen soon after
cast an optimal vote. Section 2 of the Appendix identifies two relevant caveats to these claims.
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that change is introduced. Voters can react to such a change quickly, but if parties
have sufficient time to form, collapse, or jockey for position in a reshaped party system,
they could drag the election results away from the model’s short-term expectations.2
Even such a short-term model may fly in the face of conventional wisdom, which
has typically held that endogeneity in electoral system changes means that, beyond observing general patterns, one simply cannot predict the specific effects of a complicated
electoral system change, “and you kid yourself if you think that you can” (Taagepera,
2007, p. 36). But there are two major problems with such a critique: one practical,
and one theoretical. The practical issue is that the decades-old simple method, with
the preferences problem unsolved and the fixed voters assumption always regretfully
invoked, continues to be applied in academic, public policy, and journalistic venues
around the world. If we simply declare that it will never be possible to improve on it,
then expectations about the specific effects of electoral changes on party vote shares
will continue to be shaped by a method that is known to have multiple major flaws.
Complementing this practical issue is a theoretical rationale: it is a common methodological recommendation that extremely multi-causal political processes should be
modeled. Electoral system changes are what Franzese (2020, p. 580) would call omnicausal (“just about everything causes just about everything else”), and modeling how
voters might respond to them is a first step in following his instructions for how to
understand such complicated situations: “context matters, so model it!” (Franzese,
2009, p. 67). Cochrane (2017) has made the same point about this very application:
“we need to model” the “imaginary worlds of electoral system reform”, precisely because “[t]he complexity is overwhelming”. The following methodology takes up those
authors’ recommendations.
2

The idea that constraining the time should make the effects of the system change more predictable is
also motivated by what Polga-Hecimovich and Siavelis (2015, p. 272-273) call “a fundamental limitation
of electoral design”: “although institutions can be manipulated to benefit one group in the short-term,
longer-term behavior is much more unpredictable”.
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3

Methodology

In order to address the preferences problem and the fixed voters assumption, three
pieces are required. First, we need to estimate every elector’s full preference ordering
over the relevant political parties. Second, we need a strategic decision rule that voters
can use to turn those preferences into votes. Third, we need to be able to tune the
level of strategic voting so that it is empirically reasonable.
The result is a model that has the following basic structure. For every electoral
district, the model first generates a list of preferences, representing the preferences
that real people hold in that district. If everyone votes sincerely, then the simulated
election results are just the number of times that someone ranks each party first. But
if there is any voter who strategizes about how to vote, they begin by consulting
the results of the previous election in their district, and selecting their highest utility
vote choice. After that happens, there is new information about the expected vote
choices, so voters continue to iteratively signal their intended vote choice, update that
vote choice according to what every voter signaled, and so on until they reach a type
of equilibrium. This builds on work that has recently studied this type of myopic
strategic voting in a system with iterative polling, in both computational and game
theoretic models (Eggers and Nowacki, 2021, Kloeckner, 2020, Mebane et al., 2019),
and is analogous to the process of reading opinion polls during an election to judge
which parties are locally competitive.
Setting the proportion of strategic voters to some realistic value will generate expected election results under SMDP, at which point the model’s accuracy can be
checked: the vote total at this stage should be close to the real election results. Finally,
an electoral system change is introduced by modifying how strategic voters judge the
competitiveness of the parties. Figure 1 summarizes the model’s structure.
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PREFERENCES

VOTE CHOICE

—Pick a district
—Identify survey preferences
from that district

ELECTORAL
SYSTEM

—Randomly sample a preference
ordering for every person

— Voters compute their best
response to last election’s
results
— Voters report their best
responses

ELECTORAL
SYSTEM

— Voters compute a best
response to the new vote total
— Repeat until equilibrium

SINCERE RESULTS

STRATEGIC RESULTS

Figure 1: The two stages of the model, and the results that each stage produces.
We will now work through how to handle the preferences problem and generate
voters’ preferences, and then confront the fixed voters assumption by developing a
model of strategic voting that can incorporate electoral system changes.
Past work, including some of the studies in Table 1, have only been able to acquire
first- and second-place preferences at the electoral district level, because in survey data
exhaustive pairwise comparisons notoriously invite incompleteness and intransitivity.
However, there is a long history of using respondents’ numerical ratings of parties
to infer their preference orderings (Eggers and Nowacki, 2021, p. 9 – 10). In the
Canadian and British national election studies, tens of thousands of respondents rated
the major political parties on a thermometer score (Fieldhouse et al., 2019, Stephenson
et al., 2020).3 In both election studies, respondents’ electoral districts are specified,
and typical districts have many dozens of respondents. Each complete set of responses
to these thermometer scores gives a complete (but not necessarily strict) preference
ordering over the parties. Because utilities are not comparable between people, I turn
3

In this paper I set aside Northern Ireland because of its distinct party system.
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these preference orderings into sincere utilities using a conventional normalization:
each voter has 0 utility attached to their last-ranked party, 1 utility attached to their
second-last party, and so on. In this way, in every district, I estimate the sincere utility
that dozens of randomly sampled citizens would obtain from the victory of each major
party. The accuracy of this approach will be assessed in the following section.
But an election does not take place between dozens of voters; real districts contain
thousands of voters. To get a realistic district size, I sample with replacement from
the reported preferences until the number of preference orderings is equivalent to a
realistic number of voters for that riding (the exact procedure and the district sizes are
discussed in section 3 of the Appendix).4
The fixed voters assumption presents a more serious challenge. As half a century
of empirical paradoxes and red-hot debate have shown, there is no single correct way
to model strategic voting. But the purpose of this paper is not to advance a new
model of pivotal voting; it is simply a requirement for one stage of the model that
voters judge how their vote in an election might affect the results of the election. I rely
on game theoretic models of elections, and adapt a classical pivotal voting approach
to the computational setting. In section 4 of the Appendix I discuss why this is
the appropriate choice of voter logic for this model. I will also compare the utility
maximizing rules developed in this section to a dramatically simpler heuristic, and
show that the results are quite similar: all that matters is that some voters are inclined,
more or less strongly, to support more competitive candidates.
The specific voting logic used is based on work by Mebane et al. (2019), who
implemented computer simulations of the Cox (1994) wasted vote model. The paper by
Mebane et al. (2019) reaches the following result for the pivotal voting: the probability
p of being pivotal in causing some party i to win the seat over another party j is the
probability that the vote totals of the parties, vi and vj , are exactly equal, and that i
4

This is by no means the only way to approach the preferences problem. Ndegwa (1997) has already
implemented one idea specifically for cases where survey data is not available, and there are many ways
to impute information from local survey data (Ornstein, 2020). I am simply introducing one sufficiently
accurate idea.
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and j both have more votes than any other party. So an elector’s expected utility for
casting a vote for party i is

u(i) =

M
X

P(vi = vj ∧ vj > vk ) · (ui − uj ) +

j=1
i6=j

1
· P(vi = vj+1 ∧ vj > vk ) · (ui − uj )
2

(1)

for all other parties k, where ui and uj are the utility obtained from the victory of i or
j respectively and vi and vj are their expected vote totals, M is the number of parties
in the election, the factor of

1
2

in the second term assumes that ties are decided by a

coin toss, and ties between more than two parties are ignored.5
Mebane et al. (2019) set up their simulation as a Poisson voting game among a
finite number of voters, using the framework of Myerson (2000b), so that the difference
between expected vote totals is a difference between Poisson random variables, which
in turn is Skellam distributed.
We immediately have a path towards implementing a more proportional electoral
system. As an implementation of Cox (1994), this logic holds for any Single NonTransferable Vote system. Therefore if we take the minor simplifying assumption
that voters do not compute the probability of changing the election result through
re-allocations (that is, that voters do not evaluate the pivotal probability of vote redistributions through protocols like the D’Hondt formula), we can directly use this
equation to simulate strategic voting behaviour under the Multi-Member District type
of proportional representation.
More complicated is how to model multi-vote elections. Of particular interest to
election reformers in Canada and the United Kingdom is the Instant-Runoff Voting
system, but it is an open question how a rational utility maximizer would vote under
Instant-Runoff Voting — Eggers and Nowacki (2021) have derived that quantity up to
the three candidate case, but the general case remains unsolved.
To identify an appropriate alternative, we should return to the substantive puzzle
that motivated the method: why did the Canadian left not coordinate on either a
5

Vasselai (2021) demonstrates these are relevant in the specific case that nearly all voters abstain.
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proportional system or a ranked choice system, and in particular, were the NDP and
Greens correct that they would do worse under a ranked choice system than SMDP?
For a ranked-choice system, Instant-Runoff Voting is notoriously not centrist-favouring:
it “may eliminate a centrist candidate early on and thereby elect one less acceptable to
the majority” (Brams and Herschbach, 2001). The consensus is that centrists do better
in a system like the Borda count, in which a voter’s top choice gets a certain number
of points, their second choice gets one point less than that, and so on. Borda count
is therefore a scientifically conservative system to model, since the analysis will then
be less likely to produce a substantively unexpected outcome: if simulations show that
the centrist Liberals would have benefited less than expected from a switch to Borda
count, they would presumably benefit even less than that from a switch to InstantRunoff Voting. Borda count is also an attainable extension to the single-vote model,
if we assume that the proportion of voters casting each full ballot is commonly known
(Myerson, 2000a).
In section 5 of the Appendix I derive, to my knowledge, the first complete expression
for the utility that a voter can expect to obtain from casting a ballot in a Borda count
election. The core idea is that a ballot of length l has the potential to boost any one
of l parties into or out of a first-place tie, so voters compute a version of equation 1 for
every ballot position, with the one complication that giving multiple points to a party
can be pivotal in multiple circumstances. The full expression for the utility u of ballot
β is:

u(β) =

l X
M X
i−1
X
i=1 j=1
j6=i

P(vj − vi = ρ ∧ vj > vk ∀k 6= i) · (ui − uj )



(2)

ρ=1


1
+ · P(vj − vi = i ∧ vi > vk ∀k 6= j) · (ui − uj )
2
where l is the length of the ballot, M is the number of parties, vr is the number of
points that the voter expects party r to receive, and ur is the utility the voter would
obtain from the victory of party r.
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Every strategic voter uses the appropriate equation to update its vote choice in
each iteration of the model. With full expressions for voters’ expected utility from
casting a vote choice, can we now derive a Nash Equilibrium for the voting game?
Unfortunately, it is not so straightforward: it is actually easy to create situations in
which, rather than settling on a fixed equilibrium, a cycle of votes repeats endlessly.
Section 6 of the Appendix discusses these cycles and how I address them, but the way
that they are resolved does not strongly affect the results.
As a final methodological consideration, note that this is a model of how voters
might respond to electoral system changes, ignoring the responses of abstainers. It
might seem theoretically dangerous to omit abstention, because the number of abstainers is known to depend on the electoral system. In section 7 of the Appendix I
use recent findings to estimate the largest effect that not considering abstention might
reasonably have on the results. I find that omitting turnout is not likely to change the
results of the model by more than a few percent of the seats in the legislature.
With preference orderings for each voter and full expressions for the strategic utility
of every possible vote choice, all that remains is to change the electoral system. To
aggregate together SMDP districts, for example, no change is needed in voters’ computations of the utility of their single vote. To switch from SMDP to Borda count,
voters can simply switch from their single-vote computation (equation 1) to the Borda
count computation (equation 2). Finally, Appendix section 6 includes pseudocode that
describes what happens in one entire run of the model. In the next section, I verify
that these ideas work in a case where the electoral system really did change, and that
the SMDP stage of the model is close to real election results in Canada and Britain.

4

Empirical assessments

We can now generate preferences, assign any number of voters to vote strategically, and
conduct those votes under SMDP, proportional representation, or ranked-choice voting.
But before drawing substantive conclusions, there are several ways that we can check
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the model’s accuracy. The framework I use is that of Whicker and Sigelman (1991, p.
66), who argue that a computational model of a specific political phenomenon should
have “event validity”: when the model is initialized using conditions that correspond
to a real event, the model’s output should resemble the actual outcome of that event.
The hardest test is to apply the model to a real electoral system change, and we
have the opportunity to do so: when New Zealand switched from SMDP in 1993 to
Mixed-Member Proportional in 1996, all of the data needed to run a simulation remains
publicly available. The second test is to ensure that the model is accurate when applied
to the specific cases under consideration: can the model output roughly the results of
Canada’s and Britain’s 2019 elections?
In New Zealand, since the adoption of the Mixed-Member Proportional system
in advance of the 1996 election, voters cast both a local “constituency vote” and a
nationwide “party vote”. The constituency vote is used to elect one local representative,
by plurality. Then seats are distributed to each party in a way that ensures that
their seat share in parliament resembles their share of the nationwide party vote. To
apply the sincere model in this situation, I use the preference orderings reported in
the 1996 New Zealand Pre-Election Study (Vowles et al., 1996). The nationwide top
preferences form the sincere party vote, and top preferences by district form the sincere
constituency vote.
To my knowledge there is no strategic model of how voters avoid wasting party
votes in a Mixed-Member Proportional system, because wasted vote logic can only be
a negligible consideration in a system where the proportion of seats in parliament is
set to match the proportion of nationwide party votes (Karp et al., 2002).6 Instead I
assume that voters are concerned with not wasting the vote for their local representative
— voters might, for example, particularly like or dislike those candidates apart from
their party label, or use their constituency vote to hold individual representatives
accountable (Loewen, 2017) — so it is reasonable to suppose that these votes are
6

The evidence suggests that party votes are affected by voters strategizing about possible coalitions after
the election, but that is outside of this model’s scope (Harfst et al., 2018).
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informed by the same wasted vote calculations as were laid out for SMDP.
The severity of the data constraints make this test particularly challenging. Only
a few thousand complete preference orderings were reported in the 1996 pre-election
study, so in some electoral districts there are only about half a dozen preferences to
sample from. There was also substantial redistricting between 1993 and 1996, and it
was necessary to construct a mapping between the districts identified in the election
study and the real election districts (section 8 of the Appendix describes this process).
The lack of identifiers in the data and the fact that redistricting occurred make this
an especially harsh test.
To assess model performance, I will use the sum of differences between the seats
assigned to each party by the model and the seats that party won in reality. This just
compares the distribution of seats, because it is not possible to say that the simulation
assigned a party the correct party seat, since party seats are not distinguishable from
each other. Note however that the sum of differences itself overcounts the number
of seats that are mis-assigned; for example, if a seat that was won by the National
Party was assigned to the Labour Party in the simulation, then the sum of absolute
differences would count this as one mistake against the National Party and another
mistake for the Labour Party. Because parliamentary seats are zero sum, to count the
number of mis-assigned seats we should divide by 2. So to find the number of correctly
assigned seats, I compute the following value:

a≡N−

1 X
·
|si − ri |
2
i∈T

where T is the set of parties, si is the simulated seat total of party i, ri is that
party’s real seat total, and N is the number of seats in parliament.
I will use “seat share accuracy” to refer to the percent of seats assigned correctly,
so 100 ·

a
N %.

In Figure 2 I compare the simulation results to an implementation of

the simple approach, marked with an “X” for each party. Lacking a complete map
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of district reassignments in New Zealand in 1996 at arbitrary granularity, I cannot
exactly use the simple approach to re-calculate the constituency votes cast, so I simply
assume that the Mixed-Member Proportional system would have produced an exactly
proportional seat distribution given the 1993 votes (I also evaluate this assumption
in section 8 of the Appendix). The simulation’s results in Figure 2 are shown to be
consistently accurate, and indeed more accurate than the simple approach.

Figure 2: Tens runs of fully sincere and strategic simulations of New Zealand’s 1996 election,
with each party’s seats in a run marked with a circle. The real results are marked with
horizontal lines, and the results of the simple approach are marked with an “X”.
Figure 2 provides strong support for the model: preference data from before the
1996 election, combined with the results of the last SMDP election, are enough information for the model to almost exactly anticipate the results of the first Mixed-Member
Proportional election.7 On average across model runs, the sincere model correctly assigns 115 of the 120 seats in parliament, while the strategic model correctly assigns
7

Among constituency votes, the sincere and strategic models produce very similar results to each other:
both consistently assign about the right (very small) numbers of constituency seats to New Zealand First,
Alliance, and ACT New Zealand, while assigning on average about 5 of Labour’s 26 constituency seats to
National instead. This inaccuracy is corrected by the model’s accuracy in sincere party votes. Two parties,
ACT New Zealand and United New Zealand, won seats in 1996 but did not yet exist in 1993. Preference
data are available for ACT, but no preference data are available for United New Zealand, so it is simply
assigned 0 seats in the simulation.
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114.5 seats (non-integer values are possible because this is an average across model
runs). The simple approach only correctly assigns 104 seats.
Of particular importance is that surveys conducted before the first proportional
election were highly accurate in estimating the party vote in that election; even when
electors had not had a chance to view proportional election results, their sincere evaluations of the parties closely reflected their party votes. This suggests that polling data
are not hopelessly endogenous with the electoral system, and that preference data from
shortly before a system change are close to the sincere votes that would be cast shortly
after the system change. It also reinforces the idea that the model provides reasonable
short-term expectations about parties’ prospects after electoral system change: while
events of the mid-1990s did prompt substantial flux in New Zealand’s party system, it
would take several elections for new parties to substantially shape election results.
Checking the model’s accuracy in a real episode of electoral system change is the
closest we can come to verifying its accuracy, but there is also a way to check the
model’s accuracy in the very cases we are interested in: do simulations of the 2019
elections in Canada and British elections match the real results there? This allows
us to specifically check the accuracy of the SMDP portion of the model, before an
electoral system change is simulated.
In each of these cases, I will present three results: not just the model with only
sincere voters, or the model with only strategic voters, but also the model with a
realistic proportion of strategic voters. I report all three of these results because
there is no one consensus proportion of how many people vote strategically, and in
fact, measured proportions vary quite widely. By examining both the system with
no, middling, and complete strategic voting, we get three pieces of information, each
of them interesting. The sincere model is the result of an election in which the only
ingredient is public opinion data. Comparing those results to the system with entirely
strategic voting shows the direction of strategic behaviour. The results of the model
with a believable amount of strategic voting provides a most realistic point estimate.
In both Canada and Britain I take, as a rough summary of recent literature, 30% of
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voters to be strategic and the rest to be sincere.8
If we run the model with no strategic voting, some strategic voting, and entirely
strategic voting, how will we know if it was accurate? Ideally, the number of seats that
each party won in the election should lie between the sincere and strategic model results,
meaning that there can be some proportion of strategic voters for which the model
produces the correct results. We should also expect both the sincere and strategic
models to be close to the real results. The results of this validation check are shown
in Figure 3.
For every Canadian party except the Bloc, the real results lie between the sincere
and strategic models.9 The model with realistic levels of strategic voting almost exactly
reproduces the real seat total of the Liberal, NDP, and Green Parties (which happen
to have been the three major players in the electoral system reform episode), while
slightly overestimating the Conservatives at the expense of the Bloc. Out of 338 seats,
when 30% of voters are strategic, the Liberals averaged 163 seats compared to 157
in reality; the Conservatives, 135 simulated and 121 real; the Bloc, 13 simulated and
32 real; the NDP, 25 simulated and 24 real; the Greens, 2 simulated and 3 real. The
sum of the absolute differences between these seat totals is about 42, so the seat share
accuracy is about 94%. Interestingly, neither the entirely sincere model nor the entirely
strategic model obviously performs better than the other.
The application to Britain is somewhat less accurate, in that the real results are
not between the sincere and strategic model for either of the two biggest parties. The
reason is that in this election, respondents to the British National Election Study were
more likely to report most-preferring the Conservative party than they were to actually
vote for it — so much so that even if everyone were to vote strategically, they would
still elect more Conservative representatives than in reality. The difference between
8

This value is most directly inspired by the findings of Eggers et al. (2021) in Canada, and Eggers and
Vivyan (2020) in Britain.
9
Why not the Bloc? The district-by-district public opinion data underestimates them by about 10 seats,
and because they did worse in 2015 than in 2019, strategic voting further reduces their seat totals. Since
parliamentary seats are zero sum, the Conservatives are commensurately boosted, but in their case strategic
voting does correct the problem.
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(a) Canada

(b) Britain

Figure 3: The results of the sincere and strategic simulations under SMDP. The model is
run 100 times with each strategic proportion. The real 2019 election results are represented
with a black horizontal line, and the previous election’s results with a grey line.
the real result and the average seat values of the simulation with 30% of people voting
strategically is about 69 seats on average, which gives a seat share accuracy of about
89%. There is, however, a simple way to compensate for this problem. The fact that
no proportion of strategic voting is enough to push the Conservative total down to
reality suggests that we should treat the counterfactual electoral systems estimates as
likely also overestimating the British Conservatives.
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Of course, in SMDP the number of ridings is not the only important detail; we may
also ask whether the model roughly assigns the correct ridings to each party. Figure 4
maps the real results in each country alongside the totally sincere and totally strategic
simulation results, with insets for urban areas where a variety of different parties won
most of the ridings. All of the models are seen to broadly replicate the geographic
distribution of results.
Taking all these test together, the model evidently has substantial event validity. I
have said that to believe the model, one does not need to believe that pivotal voting
logic is a literal description of reality. In section 9 of the Appendix I re-run the SMDP
comparisons, but with simulated voters who use much simpler heuristic voting logic,
and I demonstrate that the heuristic model produces nearly identical results. Since the
model has been shown to be highly accurate in a real case of electoral system change,
and in validations against real SMDP election results, we can now proceed to simulate
counterfactual electoral system changes.
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(a) Real 2019 results

(c) Strategic SMDP

(e) Sincere SMDP

(b) Sincere SMDP

(d) Real 2019 results

(f) Strategic SMDP

Figure 4: The real 2019 election results in Canada and Britain, compared to SMDP simulations with either no strategic voters or exclusively strategic voters.
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5

Results

5.1

Ranked-Choice Voting

With a conventional wisdom formed largely from treating historical vote counts as fixed
and running them through different formulae, analysts, commentators, and even party
leaders have judged that ranked-choice voting would be even better for the Liberal
Party of Canada than SMDP. Dutil (2017) writes, alluding to the simple method, that
it “took little time for experts to predict, using past results and some imagination, that
under [ranked-choice voting] the Liberals would be guaranteed a place in government
forever.” Indeed, ranked-choice voting was originally designed to elect broadly palatable candidates (de Borda, 1781) and it is understood to usually “favor politicians that
are more centrist” (Tolbert and Kuznetsova, 2021, p. 266), so the idea that it would
benefit the centrist Liberals has not been seriously challenged.
Figure 5 shows the result of a simulated Borda count election in Canada, in which
the same ridings are used as in the current SMDP system, and voters are asked to rank
three parties.
The results in Figure 5 show a very different pattern from the previous estimates in
Table 1. In the sincere voting model, as well as in the model with 30% of people voting
strategically, the Liberals win almost exactly as many seats as they won in reality.
The Conservatives are slightly harmed by the switch to ranked-choice voting, but the
Liberals’ leftist competitors, the New Democratic Party and the Green Party, are both
substantially strengthened. It is hardly obvious that this would be a good situation
for the Liberals, with the major competitor to their right slightly weakened but the
competitors to their left suddenly stronger.
The fully strategic voting model is more different still. In these simulations, there
is a surge for the Green Party. In Canada’s real 2019 election, the Green Party won 3
of the 338 seats in parliament while receiving about 6.7% of the vote. In the sincere
ranked-choice voting model, they roughly quadruple this number, winning about a
dozen seats in both the sincere model and the model in which 30% of people vote
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Figure 5: A hypothetical Canadian Borda count election with varying levels of strategic
voting. The model is run 100 times with each strategic proportion. The real 2019 election
results under SMDP are marked with horizontal lines.
strategically. But in a typical run of the fully strategic ranked-choice voting model,
they capture more than 15% of the seats in parliament.
Why would the Green Party in particular receive such a large boost? To understand
this, consider an example taken from one run of the model: a voter who is picking their
best choice of ballot in the riding London North Center. This riding was once contested
by the Green Party’s leader, who placed second in a 2006 by-election there. While in
recent elections the party has fallen to a distant fourth place, many people there still
rank it as their second-most preferred party. In this model run, every party except
the Green Party has more voters most-preferring it than second-most-preferring it; for
example, the Conservative Party is (or is tied for) the favourite party of about 31%
of voters in the riding, but it is only the second-most-preferred party of about 11%
of voters. The structure of support for the Green Party is the opposite: it is the top
preference of only 19% of voters, but it is the second-most-preferred party of 24% of
voters.
Now consider the calculations of a voter in this run who has the sincere pref-
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erence ordering Conservative  Green  Liberal  NDP. Checking the expected
vote choices of the other simulated voters, they find that the Liberals (their second
least-preferred party) are in a tight race with the NDP (their most-hated party). So
after computing the pivotal probability of every ballot they could cast, they find that
they expect the highest utility from assigning the Liberals 3 points (to prevent the NDP
from winning), the Conservatives 2 points, and the Greens 1 point. Enough voters cast
similar ballots that in the next iteration, the Conservatives are actually expected to
receive almost as many points as the Liberals. Since the voter prefers the Conservatives over the Liberals, the next ballot they signal ranks the Conservatives, then the
Greens, and then the Liberals. But Liberal supporters do the opposite, with many of
them listing the Liberals first and the Greens second. Now so many supporters of both
major parties are giving the Green Party 2 points that the Greens actually surpass
both of the major parties, and are suddenly boosted into first place. This turns out to
be the first iteration of a cycling equilibrium, and so the model assigns this riding to
the Greens.10 In this run of the model, a similar dynamic occurs in a few dozen ridings
across the country.
In this story, the top two parties in Canadian politics, as well as their greatest leftist
adversary (that is, the Liberals and Conservatives, and the NDP), are all somewhat
polarizing: many people most-prefer them, but those who do not most-prefer them
rank them very low in their sincere preferences. If two of these parties are expected to
receive many more votes than any other party, then strategic voters will boost other
parties in the ballots that they signal, to try to block a highly competitive party that
they particularly dislike. A very common choice, among those who most-prefer the
Liberals or the Conservatives or the NDP, is to boost the Green Party into second
place. But when so many voters across the political spectrum assign 2 points to the
Greens, that is enough to make the party extremely competitive. In many ridings,
voters coalesce around another alternative, but in several dozen ridings they do not,
10

This was a real example from the simulations: instructions for replicating this run and identifying the
voter in question are included in the replication code.
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and the Green Party wins many more seats through this sort of strategic activity than
it would win through sincere ballots alone.
Of course, such pure strategic activity is an extremely abstract stylization of reality,
and it seems no more likely that the Green Party would actually win London North
Center if the country adopted Borda count voting than that voters would actually all
use precise wasted vote logic. But a more muted version of the story is easy to imagine.
The Green Party is such a common second-place preference across the country that
voters might very well notice its strength in the polls, and it would not require literal
rational choice calculations for attentive voters to realize that the Green Party stands
to win a large number of points in the local riding, and that ranking them highly
on a ballot might actually give them a shot at winning the seat. By addressing the
preferences problem and challenging the fixed voters assumption, the strategic voting
model has revealed a plausible dynamic that previously lay hidden in the preference
structure of the Canadian electorate.
In contrast, the most striking feature of the ranked-choice voting simulations of the
British 2019 election, shown in Figure 6, is their extremely tight similarity to the real
election results. This is not an expected result, given how polarizing a referendum on
ranked-choice voting was just a decade ago.
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Figure 6: Simulated ranked-choice voting results in Britain, 2019. Real 2019 election results
represented with black horizontal lines, the previous election’s results with grey lines.
In the sincere ranked-choice voting model, every British party receives almost the
same number of seats as they did in reality. Recalling that the preference data somewhat overstate the performance of the Conservatives over Labour, this result actually
suggests that ranked-choice voting would slightly reduce the Conservatives’ seat share.
The strategic voting results are highly similar to the results without strategic voting,
but there is a small amount of consolidation behind the Conservatives and at the expense of Labour. But the figure strongly suggests that in Britain, no matter the level
of strategic voting, a switch to ranked-choice voting might barely change election results in the short term. Such a result might help to explain why the Labour Party was
so ambivalent about the proposed switch; the expected direction of the effects of the
referendum for that party might have been hard to discern in part because the number
of seats it would decide differently appears to be very small. In contrast, the better
performance of the Conservative Party when many people vote strategically suggests
that the party’s opposition to the change should have been conditional on how strategic
it expects voters to be.
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5.2

Proportional representation

In Canada, a very common proposal for implementing proportional representation is to
aggregate the existing single-member districts up to the size of each province, creating
large province-wide multi-member districts that each have a magnitude equal to the
number of single-member districts they contain in reality, so that for example Québec’s
78 single-member districts would become one pool of 78 province-wide seats. Not only
is this a common decision in past analyses, it also resembles recommendations made by
official government commissions (Fournier, 2019a, LeDuc, 1999, p. 72 – 74). In Britain,
similar proposals are common at smaller geographies (Blumenau and Hix, 2015). In
that spirit I use the county boundaries identified in the UK parliament’s official election
results, which map counties one-to-many onto SMDP ridings, yielding multi-member
districts with a few dozen members on average (similar to the number of seats in most
Canadian provinces).
In Canada, there is a strong conventional wisdom about what effects such a change
should have: the Liberals, Conservatives, and Bloc all seem to oppose proportional
representation, whereas the NDP and Greens support it. And indeed the analyses in
Table 1 suggest that such a change should shift about a dozen percent of the seats in
parliament away from the Liberals and towards the NDP and Greens, while perhaps
slightly hurting the Conservatives and the Bloc. Figure 7 agrees with that expectation,
with one major caveat: when there is very high strategic voting, the Greens actually
lose their gains to the Liberal Party again, as do the Bloc. The reason is that for
voters in some provinces the expected utility of a vote for another party in a very large
electorate marginally exceeds the expected utility of voting for trying to elect one more
candidate from either of these parties.
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Figure 7: The results of the sincere and strategic simulations under proportional representation, with a small horizontal jitter. The model is run 100 times with each strategic
proportion. The real 2019 election results are represented with a black horizontal line, and
the previous election’s results with a grey line.
However, there are two big differences from the conventional wisdom summarized
in Table 1. Although the Conservative Party does indeed win slightly fewer seats in
the model than in reality, they nevertheless actually win a very narrow plurality of
seats, and perhaps they would actually benefit from the relative distribution of seats.
A second noteworthy pattern is just how heavily the results depend on the amount
of strategic voting that might occur in a more proportional Canada. When only 30%
of the population votes strategically, the results are hardly different from the sincere
model. But in the extreme event where every voter votes strategically, the results show
that strategic pressures acting at the provincial and territorial level can severely reduce
the gains of parties that are not regionally competitive.
The reason for this pattern is that, in multi-member single-vote elections, there is
often higher expected utility for trying to help elect one more member of an already
competitive party than for casting a vote for a less competitive one. This might not
be relevant in a large province like Ontario, where many parties would presumably
achieve some representation. But should we expect that in every province? Imagine a
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voter in Saskatchewan who continues to see the Conservatives hold essentially all of the
province’s 14 seats in every election, with just a few wins here and there by a Liberal or
a New Democrat, despite a switch to province-wide proportional representation. They
might continue to think that a vote for the Green Party is a wasted vote. If this classic
suggestion for a more proportional Canada were implemented, and if strategic voting
remained widespread, the situation might be more to the detriment of the smaller
leftist parties than is currently appreciated.11
Turning to Britain, Figure 8 shows the results of the British multi-member district
models.

Figure 8: SMDP and proportional model results in Britain, 2019. Real 2019 election results
represented with black horizontal lines, the previous election’s results with grey lines.
The biggest beneficiaries of this switch would appear to be the Liberal Democrats,
who have long supported switching to proportional representation, and who according
to the model would indeed multiply their seat share many times over if enough voters
cast sincere ballots. The Conservative Party takes a smaller hit — about 7% of the
seats in parliament on average when 30% of voters vote strategically — than might be
11

Recently the Green Party has joined the NDP in specifically supporting Mixed-Member Proportional
representation rather than the classic idea of province-wide multi-member districts, a move that the model
supports.
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expected from the previous analyses in Table 1. However, recalling that many more
people reported most-preferring the Conservatives in the National Election Study than
actually voted for them, their unexpectedly strong performance in the proportional
system is probably not in serious disagreement with those previous analyses. A new
pattern that the model reveals is a strange non-monotonicity in the Conservatives’
performance in the hypothetical multi-member district setup: with some of the population voting strategically, the Conservatives actually perform worse than if all voters
are sincere, and if the entire voting population is strategic than they perform nearly
as well as if everyone is sincere; in no case do they perform as well as their real SMDP
result. Similarly, the model holds a warning for smaller parties that resembles a pattern in the Canadian case: when all voters act strategically, Labour and the Scottish
National Party completely erase the gains of the Liberal Democrats.
In both Canada and Britain, by addressing the preferences problem and challenging
the fixed voters assumption, we have found that the details of the particular proportional system chosen, and the level of strategic voting within that system, both appear
to be hugely important for smaller parties.

6

Conclusion

The question of how many seats a specific political party would receive under a specific
alternative electoral system has been quietly dominated by a simple approach that
has two major problems, which I call the “preferences problem” and the “fixed voters
assumption”. I develop a computational formal model that addresses both issues, and I
show that it is accurate in modeling Canadian and British elections, and more accurate
than the simple approach in modeling New Zealand’s switch away from SMDP. I then
extend rational choice voting models to cover Borda count for the first time, and
implement the model for proportional representation. In Britain, the results under
alternative systems are unexpectedly similar to the real SMDP results. In Canada,
the model suggests that the parties which opposed ranked-choice voting might actually
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benefit from it, but that proportional representation is only conditionally good for
them.
The model itself is a contribution to the formal theory of elections, and applying
it to another country will yield new substantive insights about the politics of that
country. But its biggest contribution is to the study of electoral system choice. The
model falsifiably and accurately generates positive numerical conjectures about how a
specific party would perform under a specific alternative system. These estimates can
be used as common expectations about the office-seeking incentives of the people who
have the power to introduce a reform, to make episodes of electoral system choice in
stable democracies more understandable and predictable.
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